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What is the relationship between soil mineral availability, petiole analysis and the mineral 
content of grape bunches? 

 
Background 

The direct relationship between soil mineral availability and whole bunch mineral content is not fully 
understood. In order to sustainably grow crops of consistent (and potentially relatively predictable) 
yield and quality levels, there is an opportunity to develop management guidelines that utilise this 
knowledge. 

Currently the majority of vineyard managers (and agronomists) tend to rely on a range of discrete 
assumptions and recommendations in developing their annual nutrition programs. In general, these 
programs are wildly inconsistent and rarely have a true relationship with either achieved or target 
yields. This is typically further compounded by ignoring the wide variability in the solubility and 
availability of the minerals and compounds applied to the soils.  

There is a need to provide vineyard managers with practical nutrition guidelines linked to their soil 
mineral availability and yields to provide a sound and sustainable basis for them to develop their 
annual nutrient programs. 

 

Why is it important? 

Being able to calculate and apply replacement nutrition, based upon phenology and extraction would 
be an important management improvement. Additionally, understanding the relationship between soil 
nutrient availability and crop uptake and bunch storage would further enhance this management 
opportunity. 

With this knowledge the vineyard manager would be able to quantify the extraction through the 
season due to cropping and replace these to maintain a balanced soil nutrient status to more 
confidently deliver their target yields and quality. 

 

What would success look like? 

The project would provide a quantified and defined relationship between soil mineral availability over 
time, extraction, yields and whole bunch mineral content and berry composition. Results will 
contribute to Riverland Wine’s intended applied trial to investigate the opportunities for developing 
and applying management ‘optimisation’ principles to irrigated wine grapes. Under ‘optimisation’ 
management, there is likely to be an opportunity to have greater control over vine performance 
(growth, canopy, yields and quality). 
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